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# Chapter 28: Appeals

## § 28.01 Introduction: Ethics in Appellate Practice

### Scope of the Representation

The Ingrate Client

### Material Limitation

Thrust-Upon Grief

All for One and ... We Have Met the Enemy and ...

### Client Direction

The Merits

### It Never Occurred to Me

It’s the Principle

### Defeat from the Jaws of Victory

### chapter 29: judicial ethics for lawyers

## § 29.01 Introduction: The Importance of Judicial Ethics for Lawyers

## § 29.02 Judicial Competence and Diligence

The Duty to Sit

## § 29.03 Judicial Mediation

Coerced Mediation

## § 29.04 The Judge’s Responsibility

## § 29.05 Judicial Bias

Manifest Bias

## § 29.06 Impartiality and Fairness

## § 29.07 Ex Parte Communications

The Perfect Opportunity

## § 29.08 Avoiding and Curing Improper Ex Parte Communications

## § 29.09 Judicial Disqualification and Recusal

The High School Classmate

## § 29.10 Public Statements

A Previous Commitment

## § 29.11 Impropriety and the Appearance of Impropriety

## § 29.12 Judicial Campaigns

The Campaign Influence

## § 29.13 Judicial Selection

The Successful Campaign

## § 29.14 Judicial Campaigns and Judicial Speech
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